Research on the Road
Mobile Market Research

Lumi Technologies

Lumi was founded to engage audiences
Founded in 2003 in Vasa
Initial focus on the media industry
Built engagement applications for TV and Live events
Primarily focused to push the boundary of
entertainment

Custom Projects

From proof of concept to testing new opportunities
Helped YouGov capture real time data from a
political debate
Used a combination of questions and dial tests
Because of the nature of the project the questions
were not all known before the debate began
Data could be viewed in realtime

Custom Projects

From proof of concept to testing new opportunities
Ran an add-recall study that analyzed participants emotional
responses
While playing the video a forward facing camera recorded
the participant, the video was then analyzed
Because of the mobiles form factor it was easy for the
interviewers to capture the required data in any location

Developing Markets

Web surveys are less likely to work
Converting Pen and paper studies to mobile
Digitizing Papi-interviews
Adding rich media to projects
Using mobile capabilities to verify data

Leapfroging technology

From pen and paper to mobile
Personal computing is not a reality
Mobile devices are becoming ubiquitous
For the first time we reach consumers through digital means
Similar to the change to online surveys that happened in the
developing countries

Mobile Capi

Helping interviewers do their job better
Using Mobile software empowered the interviewer
The software helps keep them safe
The data collected is often of better quality
Checks can be added to verify the interviewer performs their job
Data is easy to process and can be followed in realtime

Developed Markets

Mobile is an evolution not a replacement
Device Agnostic limits what we can do with mobile
Transferring research from web to mobile is not a
“copy and paste” job
Expectations from mobile is different

Mobile in
Context
Consumer behavior and
expectations are already
mobile – is your research?
The technology is available
today; reaching the
respondent is getting easier;
earning and then keeping
their attention is the
challenge …

CONTEXT is Key

Geo-fencing Location-Based Technology

Location, location, location
Geo-fencing is a location-based mobile service that allows for the sending of messages to a
smartphone based on a defined geographic area.
This technology promotes data collection in the context of location
Provides the opportunity to make data input relevant to the user –
thus promoting higher quality of data
Ensure the respondent is having a genuine experience with time
based parameters prompted by location

Other location-based technologies - NFC, RFID, QR Codes, Visual Search

Promotes Data Quality, Prevents Bias

Geo-fence plus time parameters
Entry Triggers
Exit Triggers
Trigger on Dwell
Timed After Event

iBeacon Location-Based Technology
Location-Based Technology

WHAT IS IT?
iBeacon
Bluetooth-enabled micro-location technology capable of delivering proximity-aware notifications,
navigation and information to mobile users.
The beacon install base will consist of 4.5 million active users by the end of 2018
with 3.5 million of these in use by retailers (Business Insider, 2014)
Currently a great deal of testing and piloting taking place

Informs:
Retail foot traffic
Location Information & Navigation Assistance
Gamification & Mystery Shopping
Other location-based technologies - NFC, RFID, QR Codes, Visual Search

In-app notifications

Keep it in context
Consider how you use your own mobile device …
Unobtrusive nudge

Improve response rates
Reduction in respondent memory bias
Familiarity and engagement

Other location-based technologies - NFC, RFID, QR Codes, Visual Search

Off-line capability

Keep it in context
Ease of use … user convenience and accessibility promotes meaningful data capture
In-the-moment, regardless of Internet
connection
Users can access the native app anytime,
anywhere
Also reduces respondent memory bias

Other location-based technologies - NFC, RFID, QR Codes, Visual Search

Rich media capture

Keep it in context
A picture is worth a thousand words and a video even more …
Rich media provides context and significance
of data capture
Provides meaningful insight into the real-life
experiences of the consumer

Engages and encourages feedback

Other location-based technologies - NFC, RFID, QR Codes, Visual Search
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Jen wants to engage with her consumer in a way that is
• Challenge is to find new ways of providing insight and
meaningful and relevant. She knows that today’s consumer
inspiration for one of their largest clients – a global
is constantly connected to their mobile device – that in the
contact lens producer.
moment data capture highlights the consumer decision
making process in a way that has been previously
unattainable.
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• Goal is to monitor contact lens use on an ongoing basis
would be good, but they’re not sure how best to do it.

SOLUTION

RESULT
RESULT

• Work with native app solution and utilize 3 uniquely mobile
features – GPS, in-app notifications and camera.
• Simple methodology asks people about the comfort levels at
random points during the day (using push notification)
• Participates are routed through some simple questions and a
GPS stamp is captured at each point of data entry.
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Vodafone Case Study | In Context
BACKGROUND

• Vodafone was embarking on a journey to better understand
how consumers perceive their brand.
• The concept of a “World of Firsts” was launched as
Vodafone looked to focus their marketing campaigns on
brand engagement, rather than brand awareness. The kick
off event took place on New Year’s Eve at the Mayor of
London’s Firework Spectacular.

SOLUTION
• Vodafone partnered with Lumi to capture in-the-moment
insight and diagnose the success of the event as attendees
prepared to bring in the New Year
• Questions were largely qualitative in nature with responses in
the form of open ends and video/photo capture

PROBLEM
• The bar is high. The “World of Firsts” demands an
innovative and creative approach
• Determine how successful or unsuccessful the event is
perceived to be
• Assess the impact of the “Firsts” NYE event on Vodafone
• Understand the breadth of impact of the event

RESULT
• Lumi’s native app technology captured the data
Vodafone was seeking in real-time.
• This kind of consumer focused, context driven
information was then used to guide decision making
processes around Vodafone’s brand strategy.

Lumi: Overview
Who
• A market leader in real-time
audience engagement and
consumer insight technology on
mobile
• An innovative technology company
providing SaaS platforms to market
research and media companies.
• Lumi has won a number of awards
for our technology and
contribution to research.

What
• We deliver Mobile Apps to enable
media companies, market
researchers and brands to engage
consumers across all mobile device
types
• Our patent protected platform
links businesses with their clients
through engaging surveys, polls,
live event services, social
networking and more.

Where
• Based in London with offices in
Hong Kong, New York, San
Francisco, South Africa and
Finland, Australia, Belgium,
France, Germany, Netherlands
and New Zealand
• Applications live in more than
30 countries and over a dozen
languages.

The Company We Keep

Thanks!

